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The Mi A2 appears to be the latest smartphone to get the highly anticipated Android 9.0 Pie stable update. Part of Google's Android One program, the Xiaomi smartphone is guaranteed to receive major Android updates up to two years after launch, apart from sporting Google-optimized Android stock interface. Now, a number of users are
reporting that their Mi A2 phones are getting the latest version of Android, resulting in many new features, including adaptive battery, gesture navigation, and action app. We were also able to detect the update on our Mi A2. Remarkably, the latest Android build is reportedly being introduced over-the-air (OTA) for Mi A2 users only in India
as of now. Unfortunately, in the recent past there was not a single announcement about a similar update for Mi A1 - the first android One smartphone from Xiaomi. The Android 9.0 Pie update on the Xiaomi Mi A2 comes just days after a pie beta release for the smartphone was spotted. Meanwhile, screenshots of the stable Android 9.0
Pie update have been posted by some Mi A2 users on Mi Forum Xiaomi. According to the changes seen in the image, the Android Pie Xiaomi Mi A2 update brings new features such as adaptive battery and brightness, simple ways to navigate over the phone and recommended apps and actions based on your context. It is noteworthy that
the size of the upgrade is 1067.7 MB. Separately, Xiaomi Redmi 5A started getting its MIUI 10 Global Stable ROM this week as well. Xiaomi Mi A2's Android 9.0 Pie update notificationThis piece of information has been further confirmed by users of the message on Reddit and Google, which has added a number of other features that Mi
A2 will receive. With Android Pie, Xiaomi Mi A2 now also gets app action, slices, improved security features, digital well-being, new accessibility menu, new screenshot label, easier screen rotation, volume and audio improvement, electable dark mode, easier text selection, more notification information and more. In addition, the new
update also updates the smartphone until the last November 2018 (November 5) security patch. Recall, Xiaomi Mi A2 costs 16,999 rs. In India, for 4GB of RAM and 64GB of storage option in India. The 6GB RAM and 128GB memory option costs Rs. 19,999, and the device comes in black, gold, lake blue, and rose gold, and red color
options. The dual SIM (Nano) smartphone features a 5.99-inch full-HD (1080x2160 pixel) display with a 18:9 side ratio. It is powered by the Octa-core qualcomm Snapdragon 660 SoC, paired with 4GB/6GB of RAM and 64GB/128GB of built-in memory, respectively. It sports a dual rear camera setup with a 12-megapixel Sony IMX486
main sensor, with aperture f/1.75 and 1.25-micron pixel size, and imX376 sensor with 2-micro pixel size, 4-in-1 Super Pixel technology, and the same f/1.75 aperture. The front of the smartphone is equipped with a 20-megapixel selfie camera with a soft LED flash. Teh Teh packs a 3,000 mAh battery with 4.. fast-charging support. As the
Android Pie install on Mi A2While Xiaomi rolls out an update for all mi A2 units in stages, you can manually check its availability on your smartphone. You just need to go to the settings of the system to check the upgrades to check for a new update. Android 9.0 Pie is the 9th iteration and major update to Google's Android OS. The new
Android Pie brings several changes to the design of the successor to Android Oreo, but the most notable of these is the gesture based on the navigation system. Other features of Android 9 Pie are new fast custom interface design settings, redesigned volume slider, Advanced BATTERY-enabled AI, Notch Support, Improved Adaptive
Brightness, Manual Choice Theme, Android Dashboard, which Google calls digital well-being, and other features. What is the Resurrection Remix? This ROM will only work on this device, don't try this on any other device. Follow the steps correctly otherwise you can brick your device. We are not responsible for any damage to your
phone. It will erase all your data, so we advise you to first take a full backup of your phone and then continue. Make sure your phone has at least 50-60% charged to prevent an accidental outage in between the process. 1. First download and install custom recovery on your device (TWRP is recommended) If you've already installed it,
then skip this step. 2. Download the ROM and Gapps .zip file and store it on your device's internal storage or SD map. 3. Now, load the device into TWRP recovery mode. (if you don't know how to download a device in twrp recovery, then you can search for it on Google) 4. Now in TWRP create Nandroid to back up your device for the
safe hand. If something goes wrong, you can recover back to your old ROM. (How to take Nandroid backup) 5. Now do a factory reboot of your device, Goto Wipe, Advanced Wipe, Select Cache, Dalvik Cache, System and Data. Then swipe to rub. 6. Now go back to the main TWRP menu by clicking the Center navigation button. 7. Now
select install, find ROM mail file and swipe to confirm Flash. 8. After a flashing conclusion, Flash Gapps is fine. 9. Once Gapps flashes, select the Wipe/dalvik cache on the bottom left of the screen and swipe the napkin. 10. Once you've finished wipe, click on the restart system. That's all Now you have successfully installed the Last
Android on your device, the first download will take some time, so please don't panic! If you have issues regarding the ROM or installation process, use the comments section below to contact us or contact members of the XDA forum at the link above. Back in July, Xiaomi launched its Mi A2 smartphone in Spain, bringing it to India next
month. Launched alongside the Mi A2 Lite, the smartphone succeeds last year with the Mi A1, which was Xiaomi's first Android single certified certified Read also - The Lenovo Tab P11 listed on the Google Play Console is expected to launch soon also Read - Xiaomi Mi A2 gets a September 2020 security patch and more Xiaomi Mi A2
was introduced running Android 8.1 Oreo out of the box. Now, the Android One smartphone is finally ready to get your taste of Android Pie, the latest flavor of Google's mobile operating system. READ ALSO - Nokia 7 Plus update brings September 2020 security patch Breaking News via its official Twitter handle, Xiaomi has announced
that starting today (December 18), the Mi A2 units will start getting a stable version of the Android 9.0 pie. This means that Xiaomi Mi A2 users will soon be able to use features such as app slices, gesture-based navigation, new task-switching experience, and more. like most updates, the Android Pie rollout for the Xiaomi Mi A2 will be
phased in. So it may take some time for all smartphones in the wild to get an upgrade. Speaking of specifications, the Xiaomi Mi A2 is powered by the Snapdragon 660 SoC from qualcomm paired with 4GB/6GB of RAM and 64GB/128GB of internal storage. However, there is no microSD card slot for memory extensions. The smartphone
features a 5.99-inch FullHD display with a resolution of 1080×2160 pixels and a side ratio of 18:9, but without a notch. Watch: Xiaomi Mi A2 First look at the images, the Xiaomi Mi A2 has a dual lens rear camera system consisting of a 12-megapixel module and a 20-megapixel module. There's also a 20-megapixel module forward for
processing selfies and video calls. The smartphone has all the modern connectivity options, but unfortunately there is no 3.5mm audio port. Backing up the entire package is a 3,000 mAh battery with fast charging. I've been using the Xiaomi Mi A1 Android One smartphone since late 2017, and was mostly pleased with it thanks to a regular
(monthly) firmware update, although I was a little disappointed with the overtime camera. Eventually I had a serious problem with the Mi A1 eMMC flash, and stopped using it late last year, or after about one year of service, since the phone became unusable, unbearably slow. Xiaomi Mi A2 and A2 Lite, where released last summer, and
after seeing the Mi A2 received Android 9.0 firmware in the 4th quarter of 2018, I asked GearBest if they could send a sample to review the latest Xiaomi Android One phone. They agreed and I published the first part of the review in early December. However, at this time, I didn't get an update since it wasn't released in Thailand, but soon
enough Xiaomi Mi A2 got an update to Android 9.0 pie. Now I use the phone for two months and can report my experience with the device. Benchmarks: Antutu, 3DMark and GeekBenchLet start with the usual benchmark. In the first part, I ran an Antutu 7.x in Android 8.1 Oreo, and got 111,353 points. I repeated the test with Android 9.0,
and the score is now 133,504 points. Click to zoom in for help, top smartphones get just over 300K points, but the Xiaomi Mi A2 score isn't bad for a $250 phone. PCMark Work 2.0 had a performance of 6,743 points. Click to increase the best devices to get about 10,000 points for the work of the 2.0 performance benchmark at the time of
writing. I started the 3DMark graphic test with Ice Storm Extreme, despite being told the phone was too powerful, but I had to believe it as the Mi A2 just maxed out of the landmark. For reference, the Xiaomi Mi A1 received 8,045 points in Ice Storm Extreme.Click to increase the switching to Sling Shot Extreme OpenGL ES 3.1 and Vulkan
Benchmark gave about 1,230 points in both. I have a fully common criteria with GeekBench 4.Click to increase1630 one main score and 4739 multi-core score compares with 856 and 4161 points for Xiaomi Mi A1. Detailed results can be found here. It should be noted that others have reached more than 6000 points in multi-core score
with Mi A2. The only rational explanation I have for the discrepancy, and I have experienced several times, is that my ambient temperature (about 28 degrees Celsius) is probably higher than the others. Storage and Wi-Fi PerformanceAs usually I went with the A1 SD Benchmark app to evaluate storage performance. The 32GB eMMC
flash has reached a decent sequential reading speed of 211.49MB/s and a consistent recording speed of 125.14MB/s. Please note that the reading speed has been cached, so it may not be representative of the actual eMMC flash speed. As a side note, I would recommend people don't buy a 32GB phone version, and instead go with
64GB. My phone storage is often full, so I have to delete apps or delete files, and since it doesn't come with a micro SD card slot, we can't easily expand it. What bothers me with storage is always almost complete, the flash can wear out faster than on my Mi A1 with 64GB of storage. Let's now try WiFi performance with WiFI 5 (802.11ac)
and iperf. Listening to the server on TCP port 5001 TCP window size: 128 KByte (default) ------------------------------------------------------------ - 4 local 192.168.1.22 port 5001 connected with 192.168.1.2 port 40463 - ID transmission interval bandwidth 0 sec. 1.13 GBytes 162 Mbits/secServer audition on TCP port 5001TCP window size: 128
KByte (default) ------------------------------------------------------------ 4 local 192.168.1.22 port 5001 associated with 19 Port 4046 Interval transmission capacity 4 0.0-60.0 sec 1.13 GBytes 162 Mbits/sec Customer, connecting from 192.168.1.2, TCP port 5001 TCP window size: 85.0 KByte (default) ------------------------------------------------------------
68.1.22 Port 46486, associated with port 5001 192.168.1.2 , bandwidth interval Transmission 3 0.0-60.0 sec 1.93 GBytes 276 Mbits/secClient, connecting from 192.168.1.2, Port Window Size TCP 5001TCP: 85.0 85.0 (default) ------------------------------------------------------------ local 192.168.1.22 port 46486 is connected to 192.168.1.2 port
5001 ID Bandwidth interval 3 0.0-60.0 sec 1.93 GBytes 276 Mbits/sec download So looks great Althrough download is a litle frustrating, but nothing special, it's great for use. Bandwidth in Mbps - Click to EnlargeNow to keep in mind that I moved home and currently do not use the same router. Also, previously the router was outdoors
(about 4 meters from the test location and wall), and this time the new router is in the same room about all 2 meters from the test device, so I would expect a little better performance in my new environment. Anyway, I have no complaints about WiFi bandwidth. However, there is another problem with Wi-Fi, as I have noticed that the phone
often fails to connect to places that I am used to going to, such as friends' homes or restaurants, and I need to get close to the router in those places - than I used to with the Mi A1 - to detect the hotspot, and connect. So it seems to be a very annoying range issue on the phone. The rear and front front of the front camera The point of sale
of the Xiaomi Mi A2 is its improved camera capabilities, so I put it to the test. Rear CameraLet start with some close shots using the rear camera. Click for OriginalText looks pretty good and I might even use the phone as a scanner with the Clear Scan app, which yielded results good enough for some government documents. Click for
OriginalI then took a photo of the Orange Pi One SBC, and it looks better than the equivalent shot with the Mi A1 with the most labeled clearly readable. Click to zoom Infall the flowers shot looked good, with true colors. Click to zoom in on the same is true for photos with good light, but as is often the case, the camera struggles a little
more when colliding with the sun. Click for OriginalThere some pollution in Chiang Mai at this time, but the photo below makes it look much worse than it actually does with the image quite hazy. Click for OriginalI has also been attempted scaling with the photo below. Click for OriginalDusk photos is also a bit hazy, but at the time the air
was clear, with no fog at all. Click for OriginalNight time photos a little grainy. Click on OriginalI also went in a pretty dark street (see below) and I can see more details than my own eyes in the photo. Click for OriginalFor closer items, the flash is triggered so low light photos look good. Click for OriginalVideos shot at 1080p30 by default
with H.264 codec, and (MPEG-4 AAC / 128 Kbps / Hz) stereo audio sounds good. However, the auto-focus somewhat messed up video at night in front of the camera front cameraThe font face camera work as you would expect, so it does not complain in general. Click for OriginalClick for OriginalClick for OriginalI also used it for video
video Through the LINE app, and the image is clear and sharp. You will find two video samples with a front camera during the day and night below. The LifeXiaomi Mi A2 battery battery has the same capacity as the Mi A1 battery, or about 3000 mAh, but I found it difficult to get full-time battery life from the phone for my use case (web
browser, YouTube, games, and chatting 4 to 5 hours a day). One reason may be because I found the display not very bright, so I set the brightness to the max often. In my previous reviews I used the LAB501 Battery Life app to test battery life from 100% to 15% for viewing, video and gaming cases, with brightness up to 50%, WiFi and
cellular (without data) enabled, and I repeated this method again for Mi A2. Click to increaseBut in some cases let it run to less than 15% battery charge, and the video benchmark automatically stopped with 20% battery charge left. So I normalized the results by 100% to 15% as follows, considering the discharge is mostly linear: View -
664 minutes (11 hours 4 minutes)Video - 646 minutes (10 hours 46 minutes)Games - 519 minutes (8 hours 49 minutes) Battery life in minutes - Click, to increase the Ismom Mi A2 fares better than I expected in this test considering I can't get a full day (like 8:00 to 10 p.m.) from the battery. The browser battery life is lower than the Mi A2,
but the game lasted longer, so the GPU can be significantly more energy efficient. The Lab501 app hasn't been updated since 2012, and I noticed GeekBench also offered a battery life test. Click to EnlargeSo I ran it for a future link with a full discharge, and without diming the screen by choosing 50% brightness instead. Geekbench
battery rating: 3,343 points. Click to enlargeI'm not quite sure why the score is not in minutes or hours/minutes, but nevertheless, we can see the discharge (blue line) is largely linear, even after the system enters the mode of saving electricity (grey line) with 15% of battery life left. The total test time was 5 hours 44 minutes. The score
doesn't look too bad since it's right between the Samsung Galaxy S7 and Galaxy S8. The best device in comparison windows Samsung Galaxy Note 8 with 5000 points. Fast charging is not supported, and it takes about one hour and 30 minutes to fully charge from 15% to 100% MiscellaneousI used Bluetooth to transfer files between my
phones, to connect wireless Bluetooth headsets, and to sync data from weloop Hey 3S sports smart watch and no problem. I once also connected my phone to an Onkyo TX-NR636 A/V music receiver. GPSI is mainly using two applications with GPS features: Nike 'Run and MAPS.me, and overall I am very happy with the quick fix, and
good accuracy as shown in the screenshot below. to EnlargeGamingI played four games with the phone: Candy Crush Saga, Beach Buggy bleach, Riptide GP2, and CSR Racing 2. I test the first three three but I play the last one daily. All games play smoothly with high frame rate, but in CSR Racing 2 I have problems with the game
missing the first gear press from time to time. This didn't happen with my previous phone, but it can also be a mistake with the game itself, as CSR 2 is one of the worst games I've ever played when it comes to bugs. The Multitouch Tester app confirms that the touchscreen supports 10 touch points. I found the speaker to be of decent
quality and I often use it to listen to YouTube videos. Note that the phone does not come with a headphone jack, and instead USB-C up to 3.5mm audio socket is provided in the package. I didn't play with cell data much except during a 5 day trip abroad and I had no problem using it like everyone else. As part of the Android One program,
I've already received a firmware update for Android 9.0, as well as two security updates since I got the phone two months ago. The conclusion of theXiaomi Mi A2 smartphone basically does the job, but I wouldn't necessarily recommend it because of 2 or 3 key issues: a poor WiFi range, no micro SD card slot (so I recommend the 64GB
model instead of the 32GB model I got to review), and the screen isn't as bright, so it can be a challenge to use in direct sunlight. PROSLatest Android 9.0 Pie firmwarePart program Android One with the promise of regular security updates and firmware for 18 months (including Android 10.x). Good and sharp 2160 x 1080 displayGood Wi-
Fi 802.11ac performanceGood eMMC flash performanceIm check camera capabilities over Mi A1 (Incremental) improved performance compared to the Mi A1CONSPoor WiFi range (I find myself having to get up to get a signal in places where I used to be able to contact Mi A1 or other phones) The screen is not very brightNo SD card
outlet, and 32GB is clearly not enough in my case as I regularly have to delete apps, or delete files/photos to continue using the phone. A fast charging unavailable Lack 3.5mm audio jackI'd would like to thank GearBest for providing a sample review. Since I don't recommend the 32GB flash version, the Xiaomi Mi A2 (64GB Black) can



currently be purchased for $209.99 supplied through GearBest, but you'll also find made on another site such as Amazon for $205 and up. Jean-Luc started CNX Software in 2010 as a part-time job before quitting his job as a software development manager, and starting writing daily news and full-time reviews at the end of 2011. 2011.
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